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SECRET 100027Z

DIR CITE WAVE 8762

RYBAT. TYPIC AMWEE AMFAUNA

C/S COMMENT: *RE DOES WAVE ANY INDICATIONS
FROM ANY SOURCE OF DSE REACTION TO AMFAUNA-14
AND AMWEE-2 EXFILTRATION?

REF DIR 87293

1. TO DATE HAVE SEEN NO DEVELOPMENTS INDICATING ANY DSE REACTION
TO EXFILTRATION OF AMWEE-2 OR AMFAUNA-14. ON 3 DEC LUIS SOBRAL
GOC IMMIGRATION OFFICIAL WHO DSE ASKED AMWEE-1 CHAUFFEUR DURING
ROUTINE VISIT FOMIN Why CHAUFFEUR HAD BEEN PROMOTED TO AMWEE-2
JOB AT AMWEE EMBASSY. CHAUFFEUR REPLIED AMWEE-2 AWAY ON VACATION
IN ORIENTE AND HE HAD BEEN GIVEN A-2 JOB IN INTERIM. SOBRAL
APPEARED TO ACCEPT THIS STATEMENT WITHOUT EXHIBITING FURTHER INTEREST
IN A-2 CASE.

2. AS OF 5 DEC NEITHER DSE OR ANY OTHER GOC ORG HAD APPROACHED
AMWEE EMBASSY OR A-2 FAMILY. AMWEE-1 GUESSES THAT DSE
BELIEVES A-2 IS HIDING SOMEWHERE IN CUBA AND IS HOPEFUL OF
FINDING A-2 BUT DOES NOT WISH TO RAISE HUE AND CRY FOR OPS SECURITY
REASONS.
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